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Tania León was born and raised in Cuba but her ancestry spans Europe, Africa, and Asia as well as
the Americas. In the music she has been composing for the past four decades, she has absorbed all of
these influences and transformed them into a vibrant synergistic totality that foreshadows the omnivorous
polystylism of the early 21st century. In works such as the 1986 piano and percussion duo A la Par (featured on a disc devoted to her music released on CRI and now available from New World Records), the
1999 orchestral Horizons (on a disc devoted to her music from Bridge Records), and the 1994-99 opera
Scourge of Hyacinths, based on a play by Wole Soyinka (as yet unavailable on a commercially released
recording), León masterfully synthesizes seemingly irreconcilable musical traditions. But perhaps nowhere
else in her output thus far is her range so demonstrable than in the two works featured on the present
recording, one from the beginning of her career and the other among her most recent compositions.
More than thirty-five years separate Haiku (1973) and Inura (2009), and they conjure up wildly different
sonic universes. Haiku, created during León’s tenure as composer-in-residence and music director for the
Dance Theatre of Harlem, is an aphoristic and almost otherworldly re-imagining of seventeen classical
Japanese haiku poems which somehow forms a cohesive and unified whole. (Each haiku has seventeen
syllables and by stringing seventeen haiku together León has constructed an über-haiku.) The holistic
approach León took with Haiku would however be anathema for Inura, a celebration of contradictions
created for DanceBrazil which is inspired by Candomblé. Candomblé, like Santería in the Caribbean, is a
syncretism of traditional African animism and European Catholicism that has been practiced for centuries.
Inura specifically addresses the traditional Afro-Brazilian Yoruba concept of an energy that exists in every
one of us, called “Exu,” an energy manifesting itself as a deity that speaks every language, thrives on
diversity, is unabashedly sensual, and does not differentiate between good and evil. León’s score is appropriately ecstatic and unapologetically corporeal and it is presented as a series of eight highly contrasting
movements. But probing these seemingly opposite approaches further also reveals some common
threads: a thorough command of percussion—both in terms of rhythm and timbre; an amazing ability to
fashion musical metaphors that both reflect and respond to the texts being featured; a keen sense of
drama that leaps out at listeners even without being able to see the dances for which these scores were
both originally created.
Part of what makes Haiku so otherworldly-sounding is its unusual instrumentation: narrator, flute, bassoon, guitar, Japanese koto, cello, double-bass, five percussionists and electronic tape consisting of
Buchla synthesizer as well as manipulated sounds of voices (both of dancers and Dance Theatre of
Harlem staff). These instruments do not form an orchestra; rather they are an audio palette from which

León paints a constantly shifting landscape of sonorities. At the onset, slowly moving bowed harmonics
in the strings create a listless background which is periodically disrupted by mallet percussion outbursts
before dissolving into a sea of low drum thuds. All of which evokes the first poem about observing fish in
the water. Next, as a backdrop to a poem about wandering a flower-strewn hillside, a high synthesized
flute melody soars over eerily transformed voices which move in harmony. Then, plucked sonorities make
their first appearance with quirky, percussive-like music for a poem about a cuckoo call anticipating the
moonlight. These plucked sonorities become melodic for a poem about geishas entranced by the moon.
For a poem about the wind scattering peonies, a flute melody commands the foreground amidst
shamisen-like percussive plucking on the guitar. For another poem about wandering in nature, the
percussion becomes melodic (a talking drum) while the plucked strings remain percussive.
One of the most strikingly beautiful passages is next—flute and bassoon evoke a “flitting, twittering
little bird” which is followed by counterpoint between the winds and plucked strings before the narrator
describes the faint singing of a skylark. Suddenly the percussion returns aggressively as the narrator
describes insects which are not afraid of biting big men. Then comes a lengthy, almost five-minute-long
interlude which begins with the winds but, after a declarative temple bell is struck, is decisively taken over
by the electronics, in which the glissandos of the altered voices come across as almost psychedelic.
Poignantly when the narrator reappears he is unaccompanied for his description of a childless housewife. Here León shows how emotive the temporary absence of all the musical instruments can be. The
next poem is actually about silence, but here sparse sonorities—a few bass notes, a slide on the guitar—
convey silence more effectively than actual silence. Its successor, a poem about new clothing follows
immediately—a plucked bass string briefly suggests a heartbeat. Again, a poem is read in silence—an
admonition. But then a variety of magical string sounds appear—various scrapes, harmonics, etc.—which
perfectly sets the stage for a surreal poem about capturing the moon and releasing it.
A poem about dreams is accompanied only by percussion, which almost acts as punctuation. Then
there is another long instrumental interlude in which an even broader array of timbre is explored including
bassoon multiphonics, xylophone figurations, and an ominous gong. The electronics now even more
overtly suggest a heart’s palpitations. The flute emerges, first with a haunting flutter-tonguing then an
actual melody for a poem about death. The final text, again about the moon, follows almost immediately,
like an afterthought, or perhaps a re-affirmation of the eternity of nature. This, of course, is ultimately a
subjective interpretation. Every listener will inevitably create other equally viable pathways into this music.
Tania León is reticent to make any overt suggestions for how to listen:

Any commentaries should not be essential to the comprehension of my music. Shall I talk about
beauty, methods, a planned structure? Seeds attract the necessary elements to grow to evolve:
glorious memories of the people from Harlem whose efforts helped create the work; the heart of
the People beating in each and every man and in his contributions; I tried to speak in a language
whose expressive tension has Japanese overtones.

Inura also features five percussionists, but only one has a background in performing notated music—
the other four are traditional Brazilian percussionists from the dance troupe DanceBrazil who come from
Salvador do Bahia. León worked intensively with these musicians over a period of six months to teach
them by ear to play the elaborate polyrhythmic cycles she composed for them which they play on
indigenous Brazilian instruments selected by her whose antecedents are from their ancestors who
originally came to Brazil from the Benin region of West Africa. Despite Inura’s form being much more
heterogenous than Haiku, the rest of its instrumentation is significantly homogenous: a string nonet
(a double string quartet plus double-bass) and a chorus of twelve voices. Unlike Haiku where the words
remain somewhat detached from the music since they are recited by a single narrator who is sometimes
unaccompanied, in Inura the words are an integral component of the musical fabric. But the juxtaposition
of African-based percussion with European strings and voices allows for some powerful dichotomies
which León further highlights by having the chorus occasionally sing in style reminiscent of Gregorian
chant. As she says:
I wanted to make a sonic commentary between what we perceive as African influences versus

between pitches and then hover between speech and song. The music eventually becomes more static,
almost as if time has stood still. At the end a solo soprano remains with a monotone melody which
dissolves amidst the rattling of maracas.
For “Understanding,” a throbbing percussion groove returns along with a euphoric string ostinato.
There is some extremely exciting call and response between the men and the women in the chorus, punctuated by an insistent minor-third oscillation on the word Óro (pray) which is shattered by a forceful single
spoken voice who directly calls upon the spirits. In what is perhaps the most extreme contrast in the entire
score, what follows—“Respect”—is an incredibly lush instrumental interlude for strings, at first without
any percussion and later only with gentle bossa nova underpinnings. The entire movement is framed by
another monotone melody, this time by a male singer. “The Lust” begins in a haze of choral whispers but
soon become a spirited dialogue between the voices and strings with occasional marimba intrusions.
For “Funny Battle,” the strings disappear and percussion again takes a leading role, although a regular
groove is never quite established. However, even without a groove, the percussion still sets the tone,
affecting the way the chorus sings—forcefully articulated whispers and staccato block chords. In the
eighth and final movement, “Manifest,” there is yet another steady percussion groove. But rather than
the euphoria of some of the previous movements, the overall effect is more foreboding, with the chorus
intoning low notes against a drone-line ostinato and pizzicato string punctuation. An element of uncertainty
is also caused by the steady-state being interrupted by a couple of extremely emotive silences. The final
word is given to the berimbau, the famous single-stringed struck percussion instrument from Brazil which
also has roots in Africa dating back millennia. Haiku and Inura very effectively conjure age-old traditions,
but in Tania León’s vibrant and visceral renderings they are both very much the music of our own time.
—Frank J. Oteri

European influences. In each country in Latin America to which Africanos were brought, musical
traditions have emerged that are in a way some sort of “musica mulata.”

The first movement, “The Power,” opens with the sole non-Brazilian percussionist on marimba which
introduces the chorus and remains playing throughout as a subtle underpinning. No other instruments
join in just yet and the chorus’s supplication is almost tender. In the second movement, “The Sharing,”
the strings make their first appearance accompanied by a frenetic and infectious percussion groove.
“The Teaching” is slower and more mysterious—it opens with a drone against which the chorus forms
harmonies which grow more chromatic and somewhat impressionistic at times. They then begin to glide

ASCAP Award-winning composer and music journalist Frank J. Oteri is the Composer Advocate
at the American Music Center and the Founding Editor of its web magazine, NewMusicBox.
One of the earliest interviews he did for NewMusicBox, in 1999, was with Tania León
www.newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=221.
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H A I K U

1 There in the water color
of the water
moves……translucent fishes.
2 He who climbs this hill
of flowers
finds here a shrine
to the kind goddess.
3 A cuckoo calls
and suddenly……
the bamboo grove
lighted by moonbeams.
4 Beyond paper walls
voices of geishas
whisper
about the bright moon.
5 When the autumn wind
scatters peonies,
a few
petals fall in pairs.
6 My dear Pilgrim hat,
you must
accompany me
to view the plum trees!

I N U R A

7 Little bird flitting,
twittering, trying
to fly……
My, aren’t you busy.

13 With the new clothes
Remember……the
crow stays black
and the heron white.

8 High on a mountain
we heard a skylark
singing faintly
far below……

14 I scooped up the moon
in my water bucket……
and spilled it on the grass.

9 In my small village
even the flies
aren’t afraid
to bite a big man.
10 A childless housewife……
How tenderly
she touches……little dolls
for sale.
11 Thinking comfortable
thoughts
with a friend in silence
in the cool evening……
12 In my new clothing
I feel so different
I must
look like someone else.

15 Wandering, Dreaming,
in fever
Dreaming that dreams
forever wander.
16 I’m very sorry
to have to die
at this time
with Plum trees in bloom.
17 Only a chirping
insect told me
it was night,
so bright was the moon.
Poems by Basho (1664-94),
Buson (1716-83),
Hyakuchi (1763-1827)
and Raizan (1654-1715).

S E C T I O N

I/II

E e e Oní Èsà arole,
Iná mi sími gbà o ní e e,
Babá Èsà K’ e ran
Olomo mi sími gb à b’o dé lé
Aché, the power,
Come with me and help me to
accept this power,
You, Exu, accept my offering
You, creator of this same
offering, guardian of our house.
S E C T I O N

III

Òjís è pa lé fún awo, Odára pa
lé s’ó ba.
Exu, you are the messenger.
You protect our ceremonial
house.
Come and keep guiding us on
this road.
S E C T I O N

IV/V

Ìrunmalè e se ojú lè o,
Òrò, Òrò, nlo o, Òrò.
Igba ìmalè e se ojú lè o,
Òrò, Òrò, nlo o, Òrò.
Osó ilé e se ojú lè o,
Òrò, Òrò, nlo o, Òrò.

È ní s’ebo l’ore o,
Ìrunmalè e se ojú lè o,
Epo kété nídi òro
Òrò, Òrò, nlo o, Òrò.
Igba ìmalè e se ojú lè o,
Òrò, Òrò, nlo o, Òrò.
Omi ni sparó iná
Bàrá a dúró kò kikà
È s ù gbè ení s e b o l’óre.
Epo kété nídi òro
Odára kò je àdín È s ù gbè
È ní s’ebo l’ore o,
Oh spirits, keep your eyes
over us,
we pray, we pray, we pray here
and now.
Keep your eyes over us, we
pray, we pray.
Keep your eyes over our house,
we pray, we pray
Exu, you are the one who
makes the good offerings.
Exu, of the body, keep together
with us, please accept our
offerings.
Exu, palm oil is the color of all
your power.
Exu, help. Exu, you are the one
who makes the good offerings.
S E C T I O N

VI

È s ù gbè, È ní s’ebo l’ore o,

Epo l’ erò Èsù
È s ù ni yióò gbà e b o wa.
È s ù gbè, È ní s’ebo l’ore o,
Epo l’ erò Èsù
È s ù ni yióò gbà e b o wa.
Lálúp o n, mo gbè e b o re
idí È s ù
È s ù gbè, È ní s’ebo l’ore o,
È s ù ni yióò gbà e b o wa.
Exu, you are the one who
makes the good offerings.
Exu, of the body, keep together
with us, please accept our
offerings.
Exu, palm oil is the color of all
your power.
Exu, help. Exu, you are the one
who makes the good offerings.
S E C T I O N

VII

Olówo Éégún e ní solórò,
È san floor atóro s e
Olówo Éégún e ní solórò,
È san fólóró atóro s e
Olówo Éégún e ní solórò,
È san floor atóro s e
…Èsù Agbó ó ní Olórò
È san fólóró atóro s e
All powerful ancestors, help us
in the hour of our rituals.

S E C T I O N

VIII

…Ògún akoro ó ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Ode arolé ó ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Osányin ewé o, o ní Olóro, È
san fólóró atóro s e
…Lógún Ode o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Obalúwàiyé o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Òsùmàrè o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Sàngó káwòo o ní Olóro, È
san fólóró atóro s e
…Oyá gbálè o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Osún rora o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Oba si o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Yewà riro o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Yemonja odò o ní Olóro, È
san fólóró atóro s e
…Nàná Buruku o ní Olóro, È
san fólóró atóro s e
…Òsolúfon o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e
…Òsogíyàn o ní Olóro, È san
fólóró atóro s e

(Invocation of the powerful
Orishas)
All powerful ancestors, help us
in the hour of our rituals.
Ìyá l’a gbà wá o ó,
Ìyá mi Sòròngà l’a gbà wá o
ó yèyé.
Mother Soronga, please keep
us in mind and accept us as
we are.
Àgòlónòn àwa pè e nbo,
àgòlónòn e.
Àgòlónòn àwa pè e nbo,
àgòlónòn e.
We seek permission to continue
on our path, cultivating our love
for you.
Àgbà Ìjèn ò n
A pà k’o m o re iwá
Master, ancestor guardian of all
roads, bring tranquility, peace,
and all the progress that we need.
The text of Inura is drawn from
prayers of the Yoruban Candomblé
religion passed down through generations. Provided and translated
by Carlos dos Santos.
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For more than 30 years,
DanceBrazil, founded by Jelon
Vieira, has thrilled audiences
across the Unites States and
throughout the world with its
dazzling artistry, inspired by
the cultural tapestry of Brazil.
Whether in the streets or on
stage in the most prestigious
theaters, the dancers and
musicians of DanceBrazil never
fail to enthrall audiences with
the company’s unique fusion
of Afro-Brazilian movement,
contemporary dance and
Capoeira, the traditional dance/
martial arts form that had its
origins in Africa and evolved in
colonial Brazil as a means of
fighting enslavement. The score
of Inura was originally written for
the ballet Inura, choreographed
by Carlos dos Santos, premiered
by DanceBrazil, March 19, 2009
at NYU Skirball Center, New
York City.
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arts. Dance Theatre of Harlem
has achieved unprecedented
success, bringing innovative
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expression to audiences in New
York City, across the country
and around the world. The score
of Haiku was originally written
for the ballet, Haiku—A Dream
for Brown Eyes, choreographed
by Dance Theatre of Harlem
founding member Walter Raines,
which premiered July 20, 1973
at the American Dance Festival,
Palmer Auditorium, Connecticut
College, New London, Connecticut.

